Genetic aspects of growth of Holstein-Friesian dairy cows from birth to maturity
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ABSTRACT

In general, genetic selection is applied after first calving to traits that manifest themselves during the animal’s productive life, mostly during the early part of productive life. This selection policy has had undesirable correlated responses in other economically important traits, such as health and fertility, and may also have had an effect on the growth of animals both during productive life and before first calving. In this study, we analyzed the growth trajectory of dairy heifers that had been selected for maximum production of combined fat and protein (measured in kg; select line) or for average production (control line) in the United Kingdom. Before first calving, these divergent lines were managed as a single group. Select line heifers grew faster than did control line heifers. They were also heavier at first calving, but by the end of 3 lactations, the lines were not significantly different in live weight. Selection primarily for yield and for other traits has led to heifers that grow faster and reach higher growth rates earlier in life. A genetic analysis of birth, weaning, and calving weights yielded heritability estimates of 0.53 (birth weight), 0.45 (weaning weight), and 0.75 (calving weight). Confidence intervals for the genetic correlations between the traits indicated that these BW traits are not under the same genetic control.
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INTRODUCTION

Growth in beef cattle has been extensively studied in part because of the economic value of growth in this type of farmed livestock. However, growth in dairy cattle has not been studied so extensively, particularly the genetic component of growth. Groen and Vos (1995) estimated the heritability of growth at different stages prior to first calving in Holstein heifers, and Korver et al. (1991) estimated genetic parameters for feed intake and feed efficiency in growing Holstein heifers. Demeke et al. (2003) estimated heritabilities for BW at various stages of life for a range of European and indigenous breeds and their crosses in Ethiopia.

Some research has focused on growth in lactating dairy cattle because of its economic cost (Spelman and Garrick, 1997), and some has focused on a mechanism for increasing first-lactation yield (Choi et al., 1997). Thus far, no convincing evidence has appeared in the literature to support the economic benefit of genetic selection for higher or lower growth rates or mature size in virgin heifers or lactating dairy cattle. Interest in growth of lactating animals has also extended to predicting BW from linear type classification records (Enevoldsen and Kristensen, 1997; Koenen and Groen, 1998).

Genetic selection in dairy cattle is applied to traits that are measured during the animal’s productive life, mostly those recorded during early productive life as genetic evaluations are best calculated from unbiased, early data. Consequently, much genetic research on correlated responses has focused on traits that change after lactation has started. For example, Pryce et al. (1999) showed that selection for yield would result in a decline in fertility and an increase in mastitis and lameness, as the genetic correlation between yield and these traits is unfavorable.

There have been studies on the effect of differing growth rates, either prepubertal or precalving, on subsequent performance (Van Amburgh et al., 1998), but these studies have been based on altering the dietary regimen of growing heifers to effect a change in growth rate. These studies have provided target growth rates at specific points of the growth trajectory to maximize first-lactation performance (Mantysaari et al., 2002) based on the negative effects of accelerated growth during critical developmental phases (Stelwagen and Grieve, 1990) and the requirement by most farmers to calve dairy heifers for the first time at a fixed age of 24 mo. In the United States at least, it is becoming more common for dairy farmers to outsource the rearing of growing heifers to specialist growers (Wolf, 2003).

The practice of calving dairy heifers for the first time at 24 mo of age has been adopted as a result of research
and extension demonstrating the economic benefits (Hoffman and Funk, 1992). Dairy animals are not mature at this age and continue to accrete body protein during their lactating lives. Coffey et al. (2003) showed that selection for production has altered the profile of body lipid loss and gain during the first 3 lactations. Because body lipid is normally accumulated partly as a function of body protein accretion and partly as a function of degree of maturity, which is also related to protein content, it follows that selection for yield in relatively mature life and concomitant alteration of body lipid profiles might have altered early life growth profiles as well.

Changes in live weight from first calving onward are influenced by milk yield and body lipid content, whereas after adjustment for the predicted weight of conceptus and gravid uterus, growth from birth to first calving has few external influences. Any differences between the growth of animals during this period under uniform management must be a function of environment or genotype or both.

Maintenance requirements for dairy cattle depend largely on live weight (Koenen et al., 1999). A possible growth model assumes that measures of live weight at different ages represent the same genetic trait during the animal’s life. An alternative approach considers measurements at different ages as separate traits that are genetically correlated (Arango and Van Vleck, 2002). The objectives of this study were 1) to model the growth of dairy cows of average and high genetic merit from birth to first calving and identify any differences in their growth curves, 2) to extend the analysis and model growth from birth to maturity, and 3) to investigate the genetic associations among birth weight (BTW), weaning weight (WW), and calving weight (CW).

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Data**

Data were extracted for all cows from birth to the end of lactation 3 from the database of Langhill Farm (Edinburgh, UK) records collected from 1990 until 2002. Bulls used to produce select females in this experimental herd were selected for production (kg of fat plus protein) using the 4 highest genetic merit bulls with at least 75% reliability available in the United Kingdom each year. An equal number of bulls were used to produce control line cows of United Kingdom average merit for kilograms of fat plus protein. The approximately equal number of select line and control line animals were reared from birth to first calving as one management group. After first calving, one-half of each genetic group was assigned to a high-concentrate feed group or a low-concentrate feed group as part of a long-term genotype × environment interaction trial (Veerkamp et al., 1995).

Prior to first calving, animals were weighed at dates that approximated to major management events. These weights were recorded at birth, weaning, first winter, spring turn-out, mid-summer and subsequent housing, then second winter, turn-out, and summer. Young stock might have only some of the BW records taken depending on season of birth. Milking cows were routinely weighed weekly, and at any weighing event, animals were at different ages because of the variation in their birth date.

The policy for first mating at Langhill Farm was to ensure animals calved for the first time close to 24 mo of age and between August and November. Occasionally, cows calved at a time of year that prevented their offspring from adhering to this policy. Although these offspring may have been retained on the farm for commercial milking, they were not used in the long-term trial. Therefore, their BW records were removed from the dataset. This resulted in a dataset of 47,337 records from 625 animals.

Prior to analysis, all live weight records were adjusted for the predicted weight of the conceptus and gravid uterus (including fluid). This adjustment was made by modeling conceptus total weight using an exponential growth curve from day of conception (ARC, 1980), assuming a BTW of 40 kg at d 281 of gestation and an additional weight of uterus and fluid of 80% of calf BW. The parameters of this curve were adjusted proportionately according to the BW of the calf that the cow subsequently delivered. The daily predicted weight of conceptus at the stage of gestation calculated from subsequent calving date was then subtracted from live weight to produce a weight that was considered to be the nonpregnant weight.

**Phenotypic Analyses**

We label these analyses “phenotypic,” as no attempt was made to partition the animal genetic component from the permanent environmental component. Note, though, that as the cows are grouped by genetic line, differences between lines represent genetic differences.

**Model for Analysis**

Random regression models are suitable for analyzing repeated measures on an individual, where the trait is measured along a continuous scale (Kirkpatrick et al., 1990). Random regression models allow environmental effects that are specific to the time of recording to be included, and the shape of the growth curve at the
individual animal level can be easily accommodated. Variance components for live weight were estimated using the ASREML statistical package (Gilmour et al., 1998). Pedigree information was not included in the analysis; therefore, animal solutions are combined animal genetic and permanent environmental effects. The random regression model fitted in this study was

\[ y_{it} = F_{it} + \sum_{m=0}^{f-1} \beta_{im} X_m(t) + \sum_{m=0}^{k-1} \gamma_{im} P_m(t) + \epsilon_{it} \]

where \( y_{it} \) is live weight measured on animal \( i \) at time \( t \) and \( F_{it} \) represents fixed effects of genetic line (2 groups), year of birth, line \( \times \) year of birth interaction, feed group (2 groups), line \( \times \) feed group interaction, time of measurement (year and week of measurement), and age at first calving in months (linear and quadratic) for animal \( i \). Note, however, that for the analysis from birth to first calving, all animals were in the same feed group. \( \beta_{im} \) are the fixed regression coefficients, \( \gamma_{im} \) are the random regression coefficients associated with the animal plus its permanent environment, and \( \epsilon_{it} \) is the residual error associated with days since birth. \( X_m(t) \) is the \( m \)th ordinary polynomial evaluated at \( t \), \( P_m(t) \) is the \( m \)th Legendre polynomial evaluated at time \( t \), and the parameters \( f \) and \( k \) are the order of the fixed and random polynomials, respectively. The overall trend curve was modeled using an ordinary polynomial because they are easier to differentiate to provide growth rates.

Two datasets were analyzed separately. The first dataset consisted of all records from birth through first calving; the second dataset contained BW measurements up to 1,825 d of life. Observations in the first dataset beyond d 730 and in the second dataset beyond d 1,825 were deleted, as they were few in number and were potential outliers. This yielded 4,912 records in the first dataset and 47,278 in the second dataset. We analyzed these data separately as we judged that a more precise picture of precalving growth would be obtained from modeling data from birth to first calving than from modeling data from birth to around 5 yr of age. For growth from birth to first calving, the overall trend was modeled using a cubic regression of BW on days of life. Deviations of individual animals from this general curve were modeled using random regressions of order 4. A higher order fixed curve did not improve the fit of the model to the data, and an attempt to increase the order of the random polynomials resulted in a failure to converge. For the complete dataset, fixed regressions of BW on time were fitted as ordinary polynomials of degree 6, and animal deviations from this overall curve were modeled using Legendre polynomials up to order 5. Again, attempts to increase the order of fixed and random polynomials either failed to improve the fit of the model to the data or resulted in non-convergence. The first differentials of the fixed polynomials describing the overall curves were calculated to produce average curves of daily rate of gain.

Residual, or measurement, errors were expected to have heterogeneous variances associated with management events, such as weaning and turn-out. Therefore, different residual errors were associated with observations over time. The first 2 classes were defined as BTW (d of life = 0) and WW. Thereafter, classes were defined as days of life of varying sizes to approximate to stages of lactation (Table 1). These classes were defined to provide sufficient records in each class and also to be coincident to stages of lactation that affect residual error variance (Coffey et al., 2002). Within classes, residual errors were assumed to be homogeneous, and between classes, residual covariances were assumed to be zero.

**Genetic Analysis**

Data were extracted on 486 cows with BTW, WW, and CW present. There were 1,296 animals in the associated pedigree file. Genetic line and year-week of measurement were fitted in the model as fixed effects, and day of life was included for WW and CW as a linear and quadratic covariate. Cow was included as a random genetic effect. All traits were analyzed simultaneously to estimate phenotypic and genetic correlations between the traits.

If BTW, WW, and CW were genetically the same trait, the true genetic correlation among them would be 1.0. To obtain a range within which we are confident that each of our correlations lies, confidence intervals were estimated (Spiegel, 1961). Because the sampling distribution of a correlation coefficient is not normal, we converted each of the genetic correlations to Fisher’s Z statistic. The sampling distribution of this statistic is approximately normal with standard error 1/\( \sqrt{N - 3} \), allowing us to set up a confidence interval for each statistic. A back transformation yielded confidence intervals for each of the genetic correlations.

**RESULTS**

**Phenotypic Analyses**

Summary statistics for select and control line cows for all days of life up to d 1,825 are given in Figures 1 and 2 and in Table 1. Figure 1 shows that the average first-lactation yield of select heifers rose from 6,500 to 8,800 kg during the period, whereas the average yield of control heifers rose from 5,600 to 7,300 kg. For both groups, there was no clear pattern of BW at first calving...
Table 1. Number of records in each of the 26 residual error classes and the corresponding phenotypic mean (kg), standard deviation, and residual error variances (REV) for nonpregnant live weight for all cows

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nonpregnant live weight</th>
<th>Records (no.)</th>
<th>Mean (kg)</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>REV (d 0–730)</th>
<th>REV (d 0–1,825)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>622</td>
<td>43.4</td>
<td>4.93</td>
<td>2.92</td>
<td>40.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weaning (36–69)</td>
<td>625</td>
<td>69.8</td>
<td>8.38</td>
<td>19.54</td>
<td>86.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100–199</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>188.8</td>
<td>24.45</td>
<td>106.2</td>
<td>544.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200–299</td>
<td>672</td>
<td>240.4</td>
<td>31.75</td>
<td>96.4</td>
<td>379.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300–399</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>329.0</td>
<td>37.74</td>
<td>170.1</td>
<td>417.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400–499</td>
<td>588</td>
<td>398.3</td>
<td>40.66</td>
<td>198.5</td>
<td>536.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500–729</td>
<td>2,023</td>
<td>496.2</td>
<td>49.17</td>
<td>301.8</td>
<td>900.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>730–739</td>
<td>442</td>
<td>519.1</td>
<td>43.48</td>
<td>612.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>740–749</td>
<td>531</td>
<td>520.9</td>
<td>45.10</td>
<td>579.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>750–759</td>
<td>563</td>
<td>522.7</td>
<td>43.39</td>
<td>403.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>760–789</td>
<td>1,872</td>
<td>528.5</td>
<td>44.31</td>
<td>316.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>790–889</td>
<td>6,497</td>
<td>545.8</td>
<td>48.87</td>
<td>157.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>890–1,094</td>
<td>9,602</td>
<td>556.0</td>
<td>52.95</td>
<td>352.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,095–1,104</td>
<td>335</td>
<td>585.4</td>
<td>48.25</td>
<td>622.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,105–1,114</td>
<td>351</td>
<td>584.3</td>
<td>46.94</td>
<td>454.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,115–1,124</td>
<td>365</td>
<td>584.5</td>
<td>46.69</td>
<td>496.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,125–1,154</td>
<td>1,205</td>
<td>590.7</td>
<td>47.91</td>
<td>454.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,155–1,254</td>
<td>4,416</td>
<td>603.8</td>
<td>52.39</td>
<td>278.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,255–1,459</td>
<td>6,849</td>
<td>606.2</td>
<td>57.94</td>
<td>403.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,460–1,469</td>
<td>217</td>
<td>628.9</td>
<td>50.10</td>
<td>628.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,470–1,479</td>
<td>231</td>
<td>625.4</td>
<td>50.93</td>
<td>533.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,480–1,489</td>
<td>271</td>
<td>628.7</td>
<td>48.51</td>
<td>625.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,490–1,499</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>630.4</td>
<td>49.84</td>
<td>542.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,500–1,529</td>
<td>857</td>
<td>630.2</td>
<td>49.23</td>
<td>525.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,530–1,629</td>
<td>3,077</td>
<td>633.0</td>
<td>51.97</td>
<td>291.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,630–1,825</td>
<td>4,020</td>
<td>633.4</td>
<td>56.52</td>
<td>341.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

over time, but select cows were approximately 30 kg heavier than control cows at first calving (Figure 2).

Residual error variance (Table 1) was low for BTW and for WW but remained high for the remainder of the growth trajectory. Residual error variance was highest at the point where days of life did not map exactly to lactation number. This is where cows at different stages of lactation were at similar days of life, and it occurred at the boundary of calving dates. Residual error variance was reduced during each lactation but rose again as the next lactation approached. Residual error variance was lower in the analysis of data collected before first calving than from the full dataset. These data contain no BW records taken after calving and, therefore, are unperturbed by calving and lactation. As suspected, goodness of fit for pre-first calving observations was superior when only pre-first calving data were included.

In both analyses, year of birth removed a significant amount of variation in live weight, but no additional
variation was accounted for by the interaction of genetic line with year of birth. Feed group (where applicable) and its interaction with genetic line were both statistically significant.

Fitted BW curves from birth to d 730 are given in Figure 3. The standard errors of all fitted values were estimated from the standard errors of the regression coefficients and the covariances between them. No significant difference in BW between the lines at birth was found, but from around d 50 onward, the lines differed significantly in BW ($P < 0.01; t$-test). From this point until first calving, select line cows were significantly heavier than control line cows ($P < 0.01$); the difference between the lines reached 25 kg at first calving.

The corresponding average growth rate curve from birth to d 730 is given in Figure 4. Because the best-fitting overall curve was a cubic regression of BW on days of life, the growth rate curve is a quadratic function of time. From birth, select line cows grow at a significantly faster rate than control line cows ($P < 0.01$) until around d 625 when there is no significant difference in the growth rate between the lines. Figure 2 demonstrates that growth increases at a steady rate from birth to around d 280, peaks at around 0.90 kg/d for select cows and 0.86 kg/d for control cows, and then declines toward first calving.

Fitted BW curves for nonpregnant live weight from birth to d 1,825 are given in Figure 5. Select cows are heavier before and at first calving ($P < 0.01$). Control cows are significantly ($P < 0.01$) heavier than select cows between 30 and 40 mo of age, but by the end of third lactation, there is no significant difference in BW between the lines. This may imply that select cows reach maturity earlier or that they are willing to sustain a reduction in growth after calving to a greater extent than control cows. This reduced rate of growth will include a reduction in body lipid because condition score loss is pronounced in select animals in this herd (Coffey et al., 2002).

The average growth rate curves for these cows are given in Figure 6. As the BW curves were polynomials of degree 6, these curves are polynomials of degree 5.
Both lines have positive growth rates throughout the entire trajectory. Select cows grow at a faster rate from soon after birth until around d 450, at which time the growth rate of the control cows exceeds that of the select cows. During first lactation and second lactation, control cows grow at a significantly faster rate than select cows \((P < 0.01)\), but from just before third calving (around d 1,400) onward, there is no significant difference in growth rate between the lines.

Table 2 gives correlations between animal solutions for BW on a selection of days of life, including first calving (approximately d 730), second calving (around d 1,100), and third calving (approximately d 1,500). The correlation between BTW and WW \((\text{assumed d 42})\) is moderate \((0.50)\) but low between BTW and BW at all other days of life. Between all other BW, correlations were moderate to high, ranging from 0.25 to 0.83.

### Genetic Analysis

No significant difference between the lines was found for BTW and WW, whereas lines differed significantly for CW. The quadratic coefficients of days of life, fitted in the models for WW and CW, were not significantly different from zero. For both traits, linear coefficients differed significantly from zero. Interpreting these linear coefficients as growth rates suggests a growth rate at weaning of 0.60 kg/d and at first calving of 0.53 kg/d.

Heritabilities, genetic correlations, and phenotypic correlations are given in Table 3, together with standard errors. Heritabilities were moderate to high for all BW traits, ranging from 0.45 \((\text{WW})\) to 0.75 \((\text{CW})\). Genetic correlations were intermediate to high among all body traits and decreased with increasing time between BW measurements. Phenotypic correlations were slightly lower than genetic correlations and also decreased with increasing time interval.

A 99\% confidence interval for each of the genetic correlations gave a confidence interval for the correlation between BTW and WW of 0.75 to 0.83. Similarly, the confidence interval for the genetic correlation between BTW and CW was 0.42 to 0.57; between WW and CW, the confidence interval was 0.52 to 0.65. Therefore, we have no evidence that these traits are under the same genetic control. Note also that correlations given in Table 2 suggest that at least BTW is a different trait in comparison with other BW traits.

## DISCUSSION

Live weight from birth to first calving was analyzed twice: 1) using data from birth to first calving and a cubic polynomial and 2) using data from birth to the end of third lactation and a polynomial of degree 6. Both analyses showed that select cows were significantly heavier than control cows from just after birth to first calving. The first analysis found that the growth rate of select cows exceeded that of control cows from birth to d 625, whereas the second analysis concluded that the growth rate of select cows was significantly higher from birth to d 450. This difference is a function of the different data and models used, and by restricting the analysis to a portion of the total trajectory, we have managed to utilize a lower order (less “wavy”) polynomial. Therefore, we suggest that the results from the first analysis are more accurate.

The onset of puberty is determined by BW as heifers start to cycle at approximately 43\% of mature BW (Van Amburgh and Dalton, 1993). Although reducing age at first calving and, hence, reducing the nonproductive period of heifers lowers input costs (Mourits et al., 1997), a study by Hansen et al. (1999) found that cows in a small (body size) line required fewer services to conception during first lactation than did cows in a large (body size) line. They also found that productive life to a maximum of 6 yr was 15.4\% longer for cows in the
small line than for those in the large line. Results presented here demonstrate that selection for milk production in first-lactation Holsteins has led to dairy cattle with significantly different growth curves prior to first calving and significantly different BW at first calving. There was no significant difference in BW by the end of third lactation, but 41% of the control cows completed 3 lactations, whereas only 34% of cows in the select line did so. This might have implications for the management of animals selected for production in order to optimize lifetime performance. Similarly, growth prior to first lactation could be included in future selection policies to optimize the expression of lifetime utility (including fitness) of dairy cattle in modern management systems.

The animals used in this study were all managed together prior to first calving; therefore, differences in growth are expected to be a reflection of their genetic merit for growth. However, once lactation starts, growth is perturbed by lactation and the energetic demands associated with it. The effect of lactation on growth will be, in part, dependent on the degree of maturity of the animal at that point. It would be expected to be greater on the control cows, as they are growing at a faster rate postcalving. If growth has a higher priority than lactation in control cows, lactation would suffer at the expense of some degree of compensatory growth. This was not estimated in this study but could be investigated in a future study by looking at growth curves and the persistency of lactation to see whether control cows penalize persistency in order to grow.

Events occurring at one part of an animal’s life may impart a legacy on subsequent performance such that subsequent management intervention is ultimately fruitless or at least less efficient. Dairy heifers that have a managed growth rate during critical points of mammary development and gestation accumulate proportionately less lipid than protein in mammary tissue. Their subsequent lactation is thereby enhanced (Choi et al., 1996). However, growth rate, onset of puberty, and pelvic dimensions were not related to serum immunoglobulin concentrations in the first few weeks of life (Ramin et al., 1997), implying no relationship between growth and susceptibility to disease.

In a study to examine the effects of plane of nutrition on age and body composition at puberty, Chelikani et al. (2003) found that diet affected the relative proportions of lipid and protein in growing Holstein heifers. Age at puberty was significantly lower in heifers fed a high protein diet. Coffey et al. (2002) analyzed live weight changes over 3 lactations in dairy cattle selected for fat plus protein yield or selected to remain at average fat plus protein and fed on a high-concentrate diet or a low-concentrate diet. Those researchers showed that select line cows were significantly heavier at first calving, but by the end of 3 lactations, there was no significant difference in BW between the 2 lines regardless of the diet they had been fed.

Lee et al. (1992), in an analysis of 1,266 Holstein cows born between 1972 and 1983, estimated the heritability of BW at first calving as 0.33, and the heritability of BW gain from 0 to 8 wk of age as 0.24. Groen and Vos (1995) analyzed BW data taken at various time points from birth to first calving on 631 Dutch Black and White animals born from 1983 to 1990 using an animal model. They estimated the heritability of BTW as 0.46 and the heritability of CW as 0.64. Our data consisted of animals born from 1990 to 2002, and our estimates of heritability are consistent with those of Groen and Vos (1995), but higher than those of Lee et al. (1992). Higher heritabilities obtained from both this analysis and the analysis of Groen and Vos (1995) may well be a result of the uniform recording conditions under which both sets of data were collected.

The magnitude of the genetic correlation between BTW and CW suggests that these traits may be under the control of different genes. In a QTL analysis of BW at specific times in chickens, Carlborg et al. (2003) drew similar conclusions. Most QTL affected either early or late growth, and few loci affected the whole growth process. Cheverud et al. (1996) and Vaughan et al. (1999) showed that QTL affecting early and late growth were generally distinct, mapping to different chromosomal locations in mice, indicating separate genetic and physiological systems for early and late growth.

CONCLUSION

Growth in Holstein dairy heifers has been significantly altered in line with selection, primarily for yield. This alteration might have consequences in later productive life for economically important traits such as health, fertility, and survival.
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